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Some Postal History Items Related to WWII 
by Jerry Johnson 

 
Introduction: 
 
There are an endless number of postal history items associated with World War II.  I wanted to share some 
covers that I have accumulated, with most of them not being expensive (<$10).  In order to understand these 
covers I have consulted three references: 
 
1) “United States Numbered Military Post Offices – Assignments and Locations 1941-1994”, edited by George 
Cosentini and Norman Gruenzer, published by The Military Postal History Society, 1994. 
 
2) “The United States Post Office in World War II”, edited by Lawrence Sherman, M. D., The Collectors Club 
of Chicago, 2002. 
 
3) “U. S. Domestic Postal Rates, 1872-1999”, by Henry W. Beecher and Anthony S. Warukiewicz, Revised 
Second Edition, Cama Publishing Company, 1999. 
 
The first reference is the only source that I know of that provides a chronological listing of all of the military 
post offices.  For example, APO 556 started at Bassingbourne, England on October 1, 1943.  It was then 
assigned to Neustadt, Germany on April 4, 1945.  It went back to Bassingbourne on June 6, 1945 and then to 
Liege, Belgium on July 28, 1945.  It was closed out on December 19, 1945.  Without this information one 
would not be able to know the location where a letter was posted for APO 556. 
 
There were a large number of military post offices.  Chapter 32 of Reference 2 provides the following: 
 

Navy Post Offices (Domestic & Foreign) 
 

June 30, 1941 June 30, 1942 June 30,1943 April 1, 1945 
891 1326 2035 4869 

 
 

Army Post Offices Abroad 
Nov. 1, 1941 Nov. 1, 1942 Nov. 1, 1943 Nov. 1, 1944 

10 242 441 710 
 

The Army Post Offices (APO) were based from seven parent post offices: New York, NY, San Francisco, CA, 
Miami, FL, New Orleans, LA, Seattle, WA, Minneapolis, MN, and Presque Isle, ME. 

 
 
 
 
Letter to Pearl Harbor: 
 
The cover (Figure 1) was air mailed to Pearl Harbor, Territory of Hawaii on December 31, 1941.  I wanted to 
explain the use of 21 cents for the cover.  A special wartime rate of 6 cents per half ounce went into effect in 
late December 1941.  It was for mail sent to or from members of the armed forces serving outside the 
continental US.  The postmaster order was dated 12/23/41 but did not appear in the Postal Bulletin until 
12/26/41.  Thus, the rate was in effect for only 5 days before this letter was posted in Chicago.  However, there 
is no indication that the addressee was a member of the armed forces; he could have been a civilian worker at 
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the base.  The airmail rate to Hawaii was 20 cents per one-half ounce.  There was an adjustment in the rate for 
civilians but it did not take effect until October 23, 1942.  So, I conclude that the rate was 20 cents and there 
was an overpayment of 1 cent. 

 

 
Figure 1 

 
Examples of Military Post Offices: 
 
The cover in Figure 2a shows a cover from India to New Jersey.  It was sent from APO 465 (Calcutta, India) 
and posted at APO 629 (Chabua, India).  It is a normal first class letter at 3 cents per ounce. 

 

 
Figure 2a 

 
The cover in Figure 2b was sent from APO 832 (Fort Kobe, Howard Field, Canal Zone) to Indiana. This APO 
was initiated on July 1, 1942; the letter was posted only a few days later.  It appears to be a two-ounce letter 
which required 6 cents in postage.  Thus, it is overpaid by ½ cent. 
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Figure 2b 

 
Figure 3 illustrates two covers from the Navy.  The top cover was from Navy 250 (Munda, New Georgia, 
Solomons).  The air mail rate of 6 cents per one-half ounce was established on June 15, 1942 as a special rate to 
and from overseas U. S. military personnel.  The lower cover was from AM 308 (Christmas Island, Line 
Islands) and is the normal rate for a one ounce letter. 

 
Figure 3 

 
Figure 4 shows two air mail covers.  Both are re-rated 2 cent envelopes.  Chapter 4 of Reference 2 notes that the 
supply of six cent air mail envelopes was not adequate and the Post Office started a policy on March 27, 1945 
of sending large quantities of 2-cent stamped envelopes overprinted with the words “6 c Air Mail”.  The upper 
cover was from the 121st Naval Construction Battalion and it was posted at 10700 BR (Kwajalein-Tinian-
Saipan).  The lower cover was from an Air Transport Command in Casablanca, Morocco.  It was sent to a 
penitentiary as “officers mail”.  It makes one wonder what was in the letter. 
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Figure 4 

 
Free Mail: 
 
Chapter 15 of Reference 2 discusses the use of free mail.  Congress passed an act on March 27, 1942 for the 
free mail privilege and it was announced to the postal system on April 1, 1942.  This act was intended to aid 
personnel that were assigned to duty stations removed from postal facilities.  So, this act then permitted 
members of the Army or Navy forces anywhere to send ordinary first class letters free from postal charges.  
Servicemen were required to endorse the upper right corner of the envelope with the word “FREE” and in the 
upper left were to note their name, rank or rating, and the service to which they belonged.  
 
Two examples are shown in Figure 5.  The lower cover did not reach the intended destination.  The back of the 
envelope has the following markings: Ethete, Wyo (8/23/44; the intended destination); Cleveland, Ohio 
(8/29/44); and Lowell, Mass (8/31/44).  The markings on the front show that: (a) a search was done in a 
directory, (b) a deficiency in the address was noted, and (c) the item was returned to the sender. 
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Figure 5 

 
Unusual Censorship: 
 
Chapter 8 of Reference 2 covers civil censorship of the mails.  Figure 6 shows a letter from Sitka, Alaska to 
Pasadena, California.  The Office of Civil Censorship was concerned with written material that crossed the 
borders of the continental US and its territories (this excluded military mail).  The Territorial Governor of 
Alaska created a major issue, including Congressional hearings, over the propriety of censoring civilian mail 
between Alaska and the US.  He lost the fight; maybe because the Japanese had invaded Kiska and Attu (Islands 
in the Aleutians). 
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Figure 6 

 
Interrupted Mail: 
 
Chapter 7 of Reference 2 describes various of types of mail that was interrupted in delivery.  “Service 
Suspended” was primarily used to cut off communications with belligerent countries or occupied territories.  It 
also applied to correspondence when it was not possible to the mail through to a neutral country, or was not 
possible to deliver mail due to battle conditions.  Figure 7 shows the first type on a cover that was mailed from 
Los Angeles on December 17, 1941; it was addressed to Manila in the Philippine Islands.  The outbreak of the 
war on December 8, 1941 in the Philippine Islands led to the cancellation of the mail service.   
 

 
Figure 7 

 
Figure 8 shows the other kind of interruption.  It is a printed matter rate sent to Switzerland (neutral country) 
but it was not possible to deliver the mail as it was surrounded by countries at war. 
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Figure 8 

 
 
The next cover, Figure 9, has a couple of things that I am not certain I have the correct answer.  It was sent from 
Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin to a Sargent Brewer whose address was with APO 32.  APO 32 was assigned to the 
32nd Infantry Division.  The Wisconsin and Michigan National Guards were federalized at Lansing, MI and 
were designated the 32nd Infantry Division and it had the 126, 127 and 128 Infantry Regiments.  The address for 
serviceman Brewer was for the 127th Infantry Division.  So, he most likely was from Wisconsin as that is what 
is given in the return address.  So why was the envelope canceled at Wilmington, N. C.?  One can only assume 
that the sender was in North Carolina at the time of the mailing. 
 

 
Figure 9 

 
Figure 10 shows the back side. 
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Figure 10 

 
The boxed red marking had been crossed out.  Upon close examination one can see the word “DECEASED”; 
the date above the marking is 29 May 1943.  To the left is the A.G.O. status verification marking, dated October 
30, 1943.  Now for a puzzling item.  On the left side of the front of the cover there is a signature from an officer 
written in ink.  Above that, in pencil, is “Killed In Action”, 1-21-43.  So, the back has dates of May 29, 1943 
and October 30, 1943 relating to his death; but these dates are only when the cover was processed via the APO.  
The 127th Infantry Regiment was sent to the Pacific theater in May of 1942.  There is a lot of information in 
Wikipedia about the 32nd Infantry Division and the three regiments.  If Sgt. Brewer was in killed in January of 
1943, it would have been in the battle at Bona-Gona, New Guinea. That is interesting as the cover was posted in 
February of 1943. 
 
Figure 11 shows a cover sent from Swannanoa, North Carolina in August of 1944 to a Sargent Miller. The 
sender noted that he was in a hospital with the parenthetical “Hosp”. 

 
 

Figure 11 
Sargent Miller could not be found as there were four directory searches noted.  The item was returned to the 
sender noted by the purple pointing hand marking indicating the need for a better address.  Since the boxed 
“HOSPITALIZED” marking was also in purple, I assume that it was applied at the same time as the returned 
marking. 
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Registered Mail: 
 
Figure 12 shows part of an item that was registered and sent by air mail. It was sent from APO 115 (Moreton-
on-Lugg, England) to Michigan.  The postmark is dated April 25, 1944.  The amount of the postage is $1.45.  
The interesting exercise is to figure the amounts for registration and mailing.  I used Reference 3 to determine 
the rates.  The military rate for air mail was 6 cents per ½ ounce. The registration fees had a range depending on 
the amount of declared indemnity.  All possible fees ended in either a ‘0’ or a ‘5’.  This requires the amount for 
air mailing to end in ‘0’.  From this I determined that there were only two possibilities.  First, for a letter 
weighing 2 ½ ounces the postage would be $0.30 which leaves $1.15 for the registration ($600.01 to $700).  
The other possibility is that the item weighed 7 ½ ounces which needed $0.90 for postage.  This left $0.55 for 
registration ($100.01 - $200).  There are no other combinations that work out to $1.45. 
 

 
Figure 12 

Essential Air Mail: 
 
Figure 13 shows a cover that went from a Finance Disbursing Section in Deauville, France (APO 562) to the 
Army War Bond Office in Chicago.  The cover has the marking “WD Essential Air Mail” (WD = War 
Department).  This notation was used to avoid censorship.  Many letters from various departments were being 
delayed simply because they were diverted to Censorship Stations with other international mail.  Some officials 
were granted use of stamps that read “Official Mail –Chief P.O. Inspector, Washington, D.C.”.  Such letters 
avoided examination.  (Chapter 8, Reference 2). The 18 cent stamp covers the triple rate of 6 cents per ½ ounce 
for air mail for armed services personnel.  
 

 
Figure 13 
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Payroll Services 
 
The next cover is shown in Figure 14.  It is a War Department transmittal of a payroll statement.  The 
interesting part is the Auxiliary Marking that prohibits any forwarding of the letter.  This item was shown in the 
April 2006 issue of Auxiliary Markings (The journal of the Auxiliary Markings Club). 
 

 
Figure 14 

 
Production of the Atomic Bomb 
 
The War Powers Act of 12/18/41 led to the creation of the Office of Censorship. Mail to people working at the 
Manhattan Project at Los Alamos was sent to special Post Offices boxes at Santa Fe.  All mail was examined 
before being released.  P. O. Box 180 was for military and technical staff.  P. O. Box was for medical staff, non-
technical personnel and the Core of Engineers.  Most of the mail for everyone else went to P. O. 1663.  Figure 
15 shows a cover sent to P. O. Box 180. 
 

 
Figure 15 

 
 
 


